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Application of nudeat techniques to atid-zone hydtology:
1 . present rechatge and groundwater salination in the Gefata Plain

(Libyan Arab Jamahiriya)
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A8$I'11ACT. - In the plain south of Tripoli, the en·
vironmental isotopes indicate present recharge by rain
faIl of the shallower aquifers, combined with a deep supp
ly of old wlIIers flowing from the 5OOth. Moreover
aquifCT stratiftcation is deducible in all piaomelen from
the ttemendotu increasing in lOlal dissolved Sail. main
ly sulphate$ and chIoride$. In a fe-w wdls tM salinity
is Iyplcal of brine- (NaCl > 200 WI). This water ClIn be
e-xpla.ined IlS a l't'lIlna.nl of a Pli~OC' sea water, IlS OOtC'd
in all greal coastal plains of lbe Central MC'dilerraOC'an
basin.

KL, worth: isolope hydrology, Gdara Plain, brines.
grouOOW.tCT salinatWn.

RIASSUNTO. - Gli isotopl ambienlali indicano la pn:
lelWl di una ricarica lIttuale degli -equiferi piu superfi
ciali, ndl. pilln. 1I Sud di Tripoli; 1'1Ipporto mettorico
.vviene uniuUTlente 1I queIlo profondo dlli sottOSlllllti ac
quiferi. Ut stratificazione degli acquiferi eme$sll in evi
denu in quasi tUlti i punti d'acqulI dll un fotle- incn:·
me-mo ddlll SlI[inita spc:cialmc:nte- in solfatl C'd in clorn·
ri. In lIlcuni piaometri il tenore- in cloruro di sodio suo
perll i 200 8fl e la salllrnoia poo essere- conside-rala come
Olreliquia" cli un paleomare cli inizio Pliocc:ne come- an·
che- OSletvato in altre pianure- costlere: del badno medi·
te-rraneo.

Parolt! ch;a~: idrologia isotopica, Piana dc:1 Gefara,
acquiferi, incremento dc:1la salinita.

Inuoduction

Arid conditions are said to exiSI in a region
when the potential evapotranspiration is
greater than the precipitation for most of the
year. The difference determines the degree
of aridity. In some very arid zones, such as
the Central Sahara· area and lhe Arabian

Peninsula, it exceeds 2 metres per year; in
semi-arid regions (southern side of Mediter
ranean basin and Sahelian belt), it is usually
less or dose to 1 metre. Long periods of aridi
ty, draslically, change the face of the land so
that it has a different hydrological response
to atmospheric inputs and incoming radiant
energy_

Conventional methods of calculating the
main hydrological parameters cannot be relied
upon to give accurate values when applied to
arid and semi-arid zones, and it is generally
agreed that isotope hydrology offers most
significant results. Its most promising applica
tions are:

assessment of the occurence and
mechanism of modern recharge. This
generally takes place mainly through
alluvial wadi flooding rather than through
direct infiltration of rainfall in sand-dunesj
investigation of the occurence,
characteristics and frequency of past
recharge and of paleogroundwaters, on
which to base long term water resource
estimations;
provision of evidence of underground
recharge through leakage or interconnec
tions between aquifers.

All these applications are quite complex.
The isotopic data must therefore be iDler
preted together with the hydrological,
hydrogeoIogical and hydrochemicaJ dala.
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vi ible on the atellite imagery (from PaIIas Ph. 1978).

Hydrogeology of Gefara plain

The problem

Heavy exploitation for municipal, industrial
and agricuIrural supplies has lowerest the
aquifer water le el by several metres during
the few last decades; for instance, in the Ben
Gashir area the piezometers show a decline
of more than 40 metres during the last 25
years, excluding the short recovery when the
pumping rate is reduced during the rainy
season (PALLA PH., 1978). However the
water level of some wells in the Sabratah and
Tajura areas does not fall despite heavy ex
ploitation, since sea water is replacing the ex
tracted groundwater and the quality is natural
ly impaired.

Geomorphologicat sketch

The Ge£ara plain is a triangular area of
about 20.000 km2, bounded on the north by

the Medherranean coast, on the south by the
Jebe1 el efusa and on the west by the Tuni
sian border (Fig. 1). It is a low lying area ris
ing gend from sea level along the coast to
200 m at the foot of the hill escarpmenr, and
the sharpl to more than 750 m.

Rainfall and surface runoff

The annual.rainfall varies from 300 m
(Tripoli) to less than 100 mm in south-west
of the plain, with an increase to 250 mm at
the highest elevation of Jebel el efusa. The
hydrographic network flowing norrward is the
only one that drains a significant amount of
runoff water every ear through man wadis
not usually more than a few kilometers long.

Geology and hydrogeology

The Ge£ara Plain is underlain by stratified
marine and continental rocks of Tertiary and
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Fig. 2. - Gefar plain: hydro logical cro ecLion {modified horn Pallas Ph. 197 l.

Quaternary age. The oldest rocks outcropp
ing in the area are principally limestones in
terbedded b • gra marl, clay and sandstone.
The e Miocene deposits lie at the surface in
tbe south of the plain. ear the coast, the
are mantled by Quaternary deposits, most
loosely cemented sandstone. Along the

editerranean shore these deposits are
covered by recent dunes of unconsolidated
sand. The tOtal thickness of the 'o-Plio
Quaternary formations can reach 600 m along
the coast. In the south, it is less near the Jebel,

where thin Quaternary marble cover upper
Juras ic and Triassic deposits (Fig. 2). The
aquifers which play an important role in the
groundwater £Iow and storage in the Gafara
Plain are:

- Quaternary-PUo and Upper Miocene
aquifers: the saturated thickness varies from
10 to 150 m. The groundwater £lows from
south to north under unconfined conditions.
The recharge area should be located approx
imatel in the Jebel e carpmen according to
the geological and topographical conditions.
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Groundwater data

t (years) • 8.270 In (A.,/A l )

Stable isotopes

An important characteristic of these
groundwaters is their very broad 180 and 2H
spread.

If a single, confined aquifer existed with
recharge from a single source, much smaller

2 ,
x (l + -----J

1.000

100 (0 - oclA".

Ocean Water) for 18() and D, with respect
to POB (marine caroonate) for IIC and with
respect to c.o. (meteorite of Caiion Diablo)
for )~S. The tritium results are expressed
Tritium Units (T.V.) 1 T.V. being equal to
1 atom of trilium for 10 18 aloms of
hydrogen. Carbon·14 is expressed in per cent
of modern 14C, i.e. Carbon-14 content of
modern plants before 1950. The analytical
reproducibility of the measurements is 0.1 %
for 0 180 and for 0 HC, 0.4% for 0 ~s and
1% for 0 0 (at 1 (1 level). The analytical er
rors associated with the tritium and I~C

measuremenls are reported logether with the
results when available. The age of ground
waler is evaluated from the BC and He data
by using the formulas:

where At is the 14C activity in the sample
and A.. is the • initial,. one, corrected for
changes due to water-rock interaction; 0 is the
BC content in dissolved bicaroonate; Oc is
that of the aquifer matrix carbonate; Oc; is
that of the gaseous phase in the soil at the
recharge time; t accounts for the isotopic frne
donation which occurs when dissolved CO2
gives a bicarbonate. The values adopted for
the calculation are:

Oc; "" - 2596, Oc "" 0%, and t = 7.5%

Carbon-14 dating is valid for the periods
of 1.000 to 30.000 years. It is therefore
especially applied to waters in confined
aquifers. The mixture of waters of very dif
ferent ages means that the I·C age is less,
(sometimes much less) than their average age.

Sampling and analyses

Isotopic and seJect~ chemical groundwater
dala an= repon~ in Table 1. 1he environmen·
tal isolopes evaluated were Deuterium eH
or D), Oxygen-IS, Carbon-I}, Sulphur-34 and
Tritium eH) and Carbon-14.

Some of the isotopic results used in this
paper were obtained at the I.A.E.A. Isotope
Hydrology Laooratory but additional analyses
were performed in other laboratories.

The stable isotope results are expressed in
the usual ways i.e. as differences in parts per
mille with respect (0 SMOW (Standard Mean

- Cretaceous and Up~r Jurassic aquifer:
KicIa formation. It is very import3m in the
central part of the Plain. This thick complex
of sandstone forms a single, usually confined
hydraulic unit. The: groundwater flow is in
continuity with the general south·nonh flow.
The recharge area is the same as that for the
previous aquifer, from which it is separated
by Middle Miocene clay deposits. The
thickness of the Kida aquifer ranges from 100
to 350 m. The wata quality is generally good
with a conductivity ranging from 1.500 and
2.500 ~mho/cm and T.D.S. from 1.000 and
2.000 ppm.

- Middle Triassic aquifer: Aziziah forma·
tion, essentially composo:l of dolomitic
limestone locally interbedd«i with evaporitic
layers. This formation hosts an important
aquifer. In the weslern and nOrlh-eastern part
of the Plain, where its depth does not exceed
300 - 1.100 m, sebkhas may be originat«i by
the artesian discharge. The water is usually
of medium to poor quality with conductivity
higher than 4.000 Itmho/cm (PALLAS PH.,
1978; S.U.EM O. et al., 1980).

The reservoir seems la ~ recharged directly
by infiltration of runoH from the wadis, and
by direct infiltration of rninfall. The water of
this aquifer is generally of good quality with
a conductivity less than 2.500 Itmho/cm (about
1.700 ppm as T.D.$.), However, in Sabratah
the water quality deteriorates rapidJy and
becames saline. AJong the coast, higher salini
ty can be observed owing to from sea water
intrusion.
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Chemical and isotopic data
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variations would be expected. On closer in
spection, different groundwater bodies with
rather well defined compositions can be
recognised; the isotope contents do not vary
at random as emphasized by Fig. 3 which
shows a probability vs "0 plot. Group A in
cludes samples collected In Tertiary and
Mesozoic aquifers as well as Quaternary

aquHers.
The latter samples were collected In the

southern area between the piedmont of ]ebel
cl Nefusa and the sebkhas line. Their mean
values are - 5.17 ± 0.24 and - 30.3 ± 3.1
respectively for Oxygen·lS and Deuterium,
compared with - 6.08 ± 0.41 and - 40.6
± 3.7 for the pf'(:.Quatemary aquifers. Group
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B includes samples collected near the ebkhas'
they show a relative! high uniformity with
mean alues of - 4.80 ::i: 0.10 for Oxygen-18
and - 28.2 ± 1.1 for Deuterium. Group C
mainly includes samples collected between the
sebkhas line and the editerranean Sea with
an average value in Oxygen-18 of - 4.30 ±
0.35 and in Deuterium of - 26.7 ::i: 5.4.
Table 2 illustrates the probability that these
groups are isotopically different. It is clear that
sample GEF 8 does not belong to these
families.

When the results are plotted on the classical
diagram 6 D . 0 1 0 the samples generally
cluster on the line (Fig. 4)

6 D = (7.25 ± 0.61) 6 180 + (4.26 ± 5.15)

This is calculated without GEF-10 and
GEF-42, 43 (sea water samples). If points that
are 2 (1 out of the regression line (GEF-6, 7,
8,9,17,21,53,54,55,56) are also exclud
ed, this relation becomes

oD = (8.03 ± 0.57) 0 1 0 + (15.38 ±3.06)

This line is very similar to that of meteoric
waters collected in orth Africa. The least
squares-fit line for 0 D - 0 1 0 relationship
for precipitation in the Alexandria and Tunis
areas is:

6 D = (7.82 :i:: 0.42) 6 1 0 + (15.85 ± 4.15)

The other points are on a line with the
following characteristics:

oD = (4.11 ± 0.54) 6 180 - (18.23 ± 2.32)

Some evaporation phenomena take place,
mainly in the Sabratah region. The equation
gives the 6 D - 6 I 0 relationship in samples
resulting from mixture of fre h and saline,
evaporated water .

Origin and mechanism 0/groundwater recharge

Se eral processes affecting ground aters
can be deduced from this non-uniform
distribution of values:
- direct infiltration of precipitation on the

Jebe1 el efusa affecting locally the out·
cropping pre-Quaternary aquifers;

- direct infiltration of precipitation on
Gefara Plain or of wadi water in the Jebel
piedmont, affecting Quaternary aquifers;

- leakage from underlying formations.
Less well-defined at pre ent is the recharge

of the pre-Quaternary aquifers. However,
previous work in the region (SALEM O. et al.,
1978; Au.EMoz M. et al., 1978; SRDOC D. et
al., 1978) suggests that on the Jebel el du a
their Oxygen-18 value is around - 7.00%.
They all displa more po itive o-values than

I A
c CD"e

0
0

-10

~B
-20 /0/-30

'40

-50 ~''o •v
-7 -e oS -. -3 -2 ., 0 ., ·2

Fig. 4. - Stable isotope: composition of samples from
all aquifers. The symbols are given in Figure J. The
squares represent sea water samples. The rnight line
A represents the best fittin of all data excludin the
sea water ssmples.
Line B represent the best fittin of amples (GEF 6.
7. 8. 9, 21) resulting £rom mixin between fresh and
saline, evaporated waters.
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those in the same aquifers in the south. The
contribution of local precipitation to their
recharge is presumably between 30 and 70%.

In the Gefara Plain, their isotopic content
is more positive than on the Jebel. These
values are most probably characteristic of
locally recharged groundwatet (about - 5%
for Oxygen-18 and - 30% for Deuterium).
As way of comparison, the average isotopic
composition at Tunis-Carthage for 11 years
of observations is - 3.97 and - 24.1 for

to that of waters from the Miocene aquifer_
However, assuming the mean values of 
5.17 for Quaternary and - 6.08 for pre
Quaternary aquifers (sec: Section 4.1), and
4.96 for winter precipitations, the contribu
tion of present precipitation to the Quater
nary aquifers would be at least 80%.

The chemical data confirm the participa
tion of the deeper aquifers in the Quaternary
recharge with an high supply of calcium
sulphate waters. The chloride content in the

TABLE. 2

Comparison oJ isotopic valtlN bt!hlleel1 groups (t - test)
00...- of

6.1'0 t(I'O) S p_IHt, of
M' t (Il)

S pr<>l:>MUlq ofrr••_
boo1nl'dlrr.r..,t booln. dlrr••..,t

,..• ..0-••","",",... _........,. • 0.'1 ,.. " .. 10.3 ..~ "..--
_t........,. ......"' ... _.........,. n ,.n '.m ".. '-' ~.1$ ft.,_.
--...,,-, ... -'''-'-'' " ,." _.M " .. ... 0.'1 ".,-,
18.Q and 2H respectively. In winter when the
precipitation is heaviest· (close to 85% of the
total amount in the period November-ApriIl,
the mean is - 4.96 and - 28.6. In the light
of these values and the - 7.00 for the Jehel
el Nefusa, the contribution of precipitation
directly or through the Quaternary shallower
groundwater to the recharge of pre
Quaternary aquifers would be about 4.5%.
The leakage (rom the surface to the underly
ing aquifers is very well distinct, for instance,
between Rjaylat and Sabratah in the Mesozoic
sandstones aquifer and in the southern
Gefara Plain. However, the dominant
hydrogeological feature of the area is an ex
tensive cast-west direct fault system extending
vertically to t~ pre-Quaternary strata. These
faults and the correlated fissures provide the
channels through which d~p waters may
reach the Quaternary aquifers.

Some wells in Quaternary aquifers in the
southern Gefara Plain have an isotopic con
tent more depleted in Oxygen-18 than the
local precipitation, and sometimes very close

water samples collected in the deeper aquifers
is between 700 and 1.500 mgfl, depending on
the locallithological variations. The usual dilu·
tion equation indicates that the contribution
of meteoric waters is between 90% (in the
first case) and 50% (in the second).

Occurrence oJ present r«harge
and groundwater dating

Tritium analyses of groundwater samples
(Table 1) performed in the study area reveal
a small variation (0 . 9 TU).

The plot of Trilium content versus L80

values for all the groundwater samples from
Quaternary aquifers is shown in Fig. .5, it pro
vides an overall view of the Tritium data and
an easy classification of the groundwater
samples in terms of their isotopic content.

As shown in Figure 5, the wells can be
divided into those with TU > 3 (group 1 and
TU < 2 (group 2).

The choice of more or less than 3 is, of
course, arbitrary. Nevertheless it reflects the
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ig. 5. - Tritium coment versus 0 I 0 values for all
groundwater samples fr m Quaternary aquifers.

Rl!d1ltOtl

1970·18'~

most group-l wells are near abratah and
other areas west of Tripoli or in wadis alluvia
whereas tho e in group 2 are mainl located
in the eastern part of the Gefara plain.
Recharge of the upper aquifer by direct rain
fall is mainJ governed by the temporal and
spatial variations or significant COrm events
(winter precipitations decrease southward).
However, at the foot of the Jebel, water
samples collected in the Wadi el Ramil basin,
those that wadi floods are of great importance.

In winter, the stream flow of the intermit
tent Wadi el Ramil recharges the alluvial
aquifer' in this case, the groundwater salt con
tent decreases as the flood contribution in
creases (Fig. 6). orea er, the pr eoce of re
cent waters in the discharge of alluvium
aquifer indicates that the scor e is high and
that the superficial porous medium con
tributes to the recharge, as expected horn
sedimentological criteria (large content of
sand). Further to the systematic study of
groundwater TU, it is now admitted that
aquifers may be considered as well-mixed
reservoirs ( IMP ON E. et al., 1976)
underground mean residence times (r) can be
evaluated.

If the JH content of the recharge is
known that of the groundwater permits
calculation of the recharge coefficient ex (an
nual recharge/volume of the reservoirs) and
inference of the mean residence time of water

r = 1 oil and wadis alluvia with a TU
ex

Fig. 6. - Tritium nits versus alt content of ground
waters: T.O.. decreases with the increasing of flood
contribution.

quar are rer red to groundw ter sample collected in
1973 (from Allemoz M. et al., 197 ).

groundwaters replenishment time and opens
the way to a semiquantitative interpretation.
In group 1, recharge has occurred since 1952
(Le. during the period of nuclear tests in at
mosphere) and at least pastl over the last 20
years. In group 2, the recharge (if an ) just
have taken place before 1952. The minimum
period during which there has been replenis
ment rate is thus rather slow.

It should be noted that the very low
Tritium content observed in the Gefara Plain
wells may be partly due to dlluition by the
substantial contribution from the deep
aquifers, since th upward leaking water
would contain no Tritium in view of its very
old age. Their pre ent recharge b rainfall
may, thus, be higher than the e apparent
values. In the unconfined pre-Quaternary
aquifers, the exhibited low Tritium content
i also attributed to exchange with at
mospheric vapour rather than rain or to oil
water.

Examination of the topographical varia·
tions in the groundwater 3H reveals thal
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Salin.tion problem

The 6 180 versus Cl plot of Fig. 7 shows
the presence of a saline water contribution to
some wells. Line A is the mixing line for the
fresh water with sea water (samples GEF ID,
42,43). The plot of TD5 versus Cl (Fig. 8)
shows that most wells do not cluster on the
theoretical mixing line. The increase in TDS
indicates that these wells have a higher
sulphate roocentration than would occur if the
salinity was only derived from mixing with
sea water. A plot of (, 11() versus the ratio
CI/SO~ shows that a corrdation between
th~ parame:ten exists; the Oxygen·18
decreases in the: Quaternary wells parallel to
a gently decrease in the ion ratio.

This implies that the -sulphate excess. is
not due to concentration by evaporation but
to dissolution of sulphates in the aquifers
underneath the Quaternary (Fig. 9).

values betWttn 2 and 25 (AU.EMOZ M. et al.,
1978) indicate a ~harge codficient between
10" and Ht2 , which corresponds to an
average residence of 150 . 1.000 years. The
tracer velocity is between IQ-4 and 10-' and
the storage coeffici~t 10%.

TU values are regularly distributed in fonc
tion of depth throughout the GeJara Plain.
Tritium occurs in the shallower strata of the
wells up to 10 m approximately and decreases
suddently with depth in parallel with a salinity
incre~. Because of the lack of wells with
screens set at specific horizons it is not possi.
ble to fully delineate the vertical differences.

The low Tritium content in the Quaternary
wells may thus be due to the severe exploita
tion of the shallower aquifer resulting in
drainage of Tritium-free water from the
deeper.

An exception is provided by twO
piezo~ten dose: to the sebkhas line (Swiman,
Gd 5-8; AI Ghanamm Gef 53-:56). In the
same aquifer, a kind of water stratification
occurs as a consequence of a tremendous in
crease in total dissolved salt that reaches
values typical of brines. In this case the dif
ferent environmental isotopic content may
~nect local climatic variations during tM
Quaternary.

Some selected wells were sampled for I-c
analysis to provide an additional tracer to sup
port the stable isotope findings with regard
to the question of a difference betwee-n the
recharge of the Mesozoic and Tettiary as op
posed to the Quaternary aquifers (Table }}.

For the former, groundwater age ranges
from 8.800 (GEF·14) to more than 40.000
years (GEF 13). This confirm the observations
of SALEM et al. (1978), 5ROOC et al. (1978)
in the Tawurgha region and ZUPPI et al.
(1980) in the Benghazi area. The last most im
portant period of rMarge for the Med.iter·
ranean regions of A&:ica is fixed at about
8.000 years ago during the last fluvial period.

The absence of I'C values in the literature
precludes age calculations for the groundwater
in samples collected prior to 1978 in Quater
nary aquifers. However, their higher I~C

contents is in line with admixture with more
recent waters on the way up to the surface,
as indicated by 'H data.
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With regard to sea water intrusion, the
highest contribution is evident for wells GEF
21,25,46 e 60. These are located relatively
close to the coast, where sea water encroach.
ment could be expected. Their sea water con
tribution is about 10% (Fig. 10).

The origin of the dissolved sulphates was
determined from their isotope contents. Their
J4$ varied bc=rween + 14.2 and + 20.6°/00,
whereas their 18() ranged from + 8.0 to
+ 14.0. These values are far from those of

typical present marine sulphates (HS
+ 20.43°/00, 180 + 10.33°/00) determined in
two samples of Mediterranean sea water.

Our data can be compared with those for
sebkhas sulphates reported by ROUSE].E. et
al. (1980) from the Tawurgah region.

In addition to sea water intrusion, an alter
native origin for these dissolved sulphates may
be sought in groundwaters from Mesozoic
(Triassic and Cretaceous) or Miocene (Messi
nian) sedimenrs, all of which mainly consist
of calcite, dolomite, anhydrite and shale beds,
the latter providing the most likely source of
the negative electrical potential. Starting from
the original sulphates, a succession of
geochemical processes (partial reduction and
probably a slight reoxydation) takes place dur
ing underground circulation of waters. The
enrichment ratio ..1. ~S / ..1. IS() is constant
for all the geochemical processes affecting
these waters and has a value of 1.0 and 3.0

Fig. 9. _ lJ l~ versus chloride· sulphate ratios. The
symbols are given in Figure 3. The plot ihows that a
correlalion exis15 betw~n these parameters; the
Oxygen-IS decneases \\~th. slight of the ratio in Quater·
I1llty ~lIs.

respectively for Messinian and Mesozoic
aquifers.

Admixing of these two sources and the con
sequent parallel reduction phenomena are
reflected in the isotopic composition of
sulphates dissolved in waters from Quaternary
aquifers, which reflects local climatic varia·
tions during the Quaternary, when the higher
groundwater level permitted easier dissolution
and a fast remobilization of sulphates from
underlying aquifers.

An exeception is offered by GEF 46 and
60, where sulphates are depleted in
Oxygen-I8 but enriched in Sulphur-H. In
these cases, the dissolved sulphates originated
[ram mixing between present sea water and
leached messinian sulphates. Both are clear
ly affected by slight reduction processes.

The isotopic values of dissolved sulphates
for the deeper Quaternary samples (GEF 8
and 56), although 2 and 3°/00 (heavier than
tho~ collected on the shallow horizons of
groundwater), do not conflict with this con
elusion. Their enrichment in heavier isotopes
is probably due to bacterial sulphate reduc
tion enriching the residual dissolved sulphate
stratified under the tremendous increase in
T.D.S.; at the same time, a depleted sulphide
originated.

The samples collected at the depth of the
Swiman piezometer and in the AI Ghanam
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Fig. 10. - 6 ISQ versus sulphate: content. The: e:a
water contribution ro the wells located clo e to the coast
houJd in the: range of 10%.
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Fig. 11. - 6 ~ ver us 6 I in the dissolved sulph tes.
Besides sea warer intrusion, there are two po ible
sources of dissolved sulphates: Mesozoic and Me inion
sediments.
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well (GEF 8 and 56) are thus an xc ilent key
to the origin of the brines and sebkha in the
Gefara Plain. The dissolved aIt content
higher than that of sea water the presence
of evaporated water, and the dis olved
sulphates of «continental» sedimentary origin
can be explained only as a remnant of an old
pre-Quaternary water, presumable related to
old ebkhas co ered during the Quaternary
b n sedimen as a consequence of level
chan e . This «fossil water» can be cIo el
compared with the similar brine of Pliocene
age in the great coastal plain of the editer
ranean basin (COGGlOL\ F. et al. 19 6'
T. et al. 19 6).

Conc1u ion

The figures reported in this paper indicate
that the shallower aquifer in the Gefara Plain
is being recharged at present.

This r charge is mainly subject to dif
ferences in the time and plac of significant
storm events and the important wadi floods
thu produced. However the lower Tritium
content of the Quaternary aquifer with
respe t to that of the precipitation is due to
its e ere exploitation and hence drainage of
tritium - free ater from the deeper aquifer
( le ozoic an Cenozoic) for which the
groundwater age ranges between . 00 and

5.000 in connection with the last pluvial
period.

Moreover th nvironmental isotopes point
water stratification, in the Quaternary
aquifer, ince there is a tremendous increa e
in total dissolved salt reflecting local climatic
variations during the Quaternary, when the
higher groundwater level dissolved sulphates
in the unded ing aquifers, as indicated b th
}oI data. n exception is provided b twO

water points where th dissol ed salt coment
is typical of brin ; the presence of evaporated
water and dissolved sulphates can onI be e 
plained onI as a remnant of an old pre
Quaternary water &om sebkhas, co ered dur
ing the Quaternary, b new sediments a a
consequenc of a level changes.

Similar brines aT another example of the
presence of this kind of fossil water in the
great coastal plain in the Mediterranean basin.
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